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HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Score Sheets

HEREFORD JUNIOR FARM FAIR Score Sheets

CLASS #

27_______

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

Foods: Yeast Bread & Rolls

DEPARTMENT:
CLASS NAME:
CLASS #

SCORING ()

from scratch or a mix

27_______

EXHIBITOR #

JUDGING CRITERIA & COMMENTS

SCORING ()

Appearance color: Thin golden brown crust, characteristic
crumb color, free of flour steaks, uniform throughout

Appearance color: Thin golden brown crust, characteristic
crumb color, free of flour steaks, uniform throughout

Appearance shape and uniformity: good volume with even
height, symmetrical, evenly rounded, smooth unbroken top
surface

Appearance shape and uniformity: good volume with even
height, symmetrical, evenly rounded, smooth unbroken top
surface

Texture: Even, moderately fine grain, porous, honeycomblike texture, free from large air pockets

Texture: Even, moderately fine grain, porous, honeycomblike texture, free from large air pockets

Texture – tenderness: slightly moist, silky crumb with a
tender elastic quality, soft and springy

Texture – tenderness: slightly moist, silky crumb with a
tender elastic quality, soft and springy

Flavor: Mild, pleasing, well blended, slightly sweet &
nutty grain flavor, free of sour or yeasty taste

Flavor: Mild, pleasing, well blended, slightly sweet &
nutty grain flavor, free of sour or yeasty taste
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Placing:

1
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Needs
Improvement

Excellent

CLASS NAME:

or Senior

Good

Foods: Yeast Bread & Rolls

DEPARTMENT:

Junior

Excellent

from scratch or a mix
Needs
Improvement

or Senior

Good

Junior

3

4

5

6

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Thank you for sharing your work and talent with us. We enjoyed viewing your exhibit and
appreciate the effort that you showed. Best of success in the future. The Judges.

Comments:

Comments:

